I am watching an old documentary of some young people getting ready to sail out of Afghanistan. A few of them got recruited by an American guy and they have their own sail boat attached to his motor boat. He threatens them that he will cut the connection if they misbehave and they comply.
I am showing to my parents a photo I took of a laundry I hanged down a mountain cliff. We are actually there with my kid and I want to show him a seal that is coming out of a hole. We keep waiting but nothing comes out and we move away. As we do so a silver snake with two head crawls out.
I am attending a workshop and quickly present my project after every other participant has presented theirs. I do an okay job but then the vice director starts speaking about his project and shows us how he is being filming the people listening to a concert rather than the actual musicians.
I am biking with my girlfriend along the coast and reach a guy with a Brazilian t-shirt. I then tell him to remove it and pass him. We are actually going fast and cross a hill where I find an old friend together with another guy. The latter is really bad at school and is also going to a private one.
I am on a train and take a seat in my place but then look for a better one. I find it by a window but then realize that I have forgotten my red bag. I go back to my previous place and find my sister and her husband but they don't know where my bag is. I search for it and accept that I have lost it.
I am walking inside an empty school and find two old colleagues in a room. It is actually a little apartment and I search for a bathroom. I find one but it is without a door and the toilette is dirty with pee. There is not even a toilette seat and I start cleaning it with some toilette paper I made wet.
I am with my best friend in a station and get on a train. We have our seats reservation on our tickets and find that we should seat on a bench but two fat gypsy ladies are there. We show them the tickets but they don't want to move and my friend lifts the bench from a side to let them slide off.
I am with a colleague going up a hill and talking about the protests in Ukraine. Her little daughter is pulling up my son on a sled and we reach the top where a house is buried under the snow. The kids starts sliding down but the little girl cannot break and my son tries but they keep going fast.
I am with my stepfather in a small fashion store and he gets me a few shirts. We then go home and I start to remove the labels but the shop assistant rings the door bell and asks for the receipt. The Italian cops are checking on him and I see the main chief looking at the receipt and approving.
I am on the last floor of a university with a Swedish professor observing the students below. We keep silent and I try to start the conversation by saying how much willing these students have. I actually want to talk about my willing but he tells me about another professor with allot of willing.
I am watching a TV program with two kids singing an old Italian song. They actually start singing separately and a choir also starts singing. They are all girls and I realize that they are Somalian Muslims in traditional clothes. Another choir starts singing and I find that they are all Jewish boys.
I am looking at my condominium website. There is a form I should fill in to participate to the clean up day and I find a way to postpone it. I then look at a different page and see that I can vote whether I want a truck to remove an old gas tank. I am actually already set to be in favor for it.
I am at my university and go to the secretary to ask her if it is possible to archive my publications. I show her a book published in France and try to look for my work but only find a photo of me. She accepts it anyway but tells me to add a microchip on top of it but it is too big with the batteries.
I am with my girlfriend pushing a futon through an airport. It is actually our luggage but we are getting late for our flight and I start to push it up a staircase. They are still embarking but I go ahead of everyone else leaving my girlfriend behind. She also manages but we have lost the futon.
I am in an empty building with a tiny woman. I am actually holding in her up on my palm and wait for two toilettes to unlock but I realize that there is no one inside either one. I then go to a different toilette even though it is smaller and I have to put the little woman on the window while I pee.
I am in a second hand looking for a salopet. I find a black one and take it although the trousers are all broken. As I am about to go to the cashier I also find a CD I like and I get it. The casher is actually closing and I hurry to pay but the shop assistant tells me that the CD is only on display.
I am on a small car with my best friend driving at night. My girlfriend is also driving a small car in front of us but she is actually going backward. My best friend then also starts driving backward but I get really afraid as he tries to speed up to surpass her and it is pitch dark out.
I am at a beach in my parents' holiday resort when I see my ex wife approaching. She looks very angry and gets in the water without saying hi to me. She then gets out without talking and goes to a restaurant at the end of the beach. I follow her and seat at her table even though she hates me.
I am in my small kitchen with my twin sister. I am actually trying to fix a triangular radio and she shows me the resolution of a video game we used to play. I can play it on the radio and manage to load it in full screen but then remember another game we used to play and go to the bathroom.
I am in a museum with my Swedish curator and present him an idea for an exhibition I want to do in a cinema. I show him a sketch on my computer and he gets interested. We are actually in a cinema and I put on an animation of the movie I want to play. It shows a stop motion animation.
I am standing behind a beautiful Italian village and see a nice mountain behind it. I actually walk the other way through the forest and also reach a mountain. As I am about to go to the left I suddenly see a path going right and I take it even though it is too steep and I will have to climb.
I am in restaurant of an isolated town and I seat down. An old man gets in and also seats with me. I only want a soda but the waiter comes and the old man orders everything on the menu. It is too much and I notice the waiter starts getting distressed and suddenly tells him that it is enough.
I am in a theater waiting for a show to begin but the main director comes up for a speech. She is actually Brazilian and I pity her for her accent but then realize that she is distributing brochures to us. I look at on with a guy next to me and understands that we are too used to computer tablets.
I am going out of my apartment and see my sister watching an old American movie about two motorcyclists. I also start watching and wait for the sound track feeling excited about the different perspectives the film was shot. The sound track comes but gets stuck saying to be true in a crisis.
I am at my uncles' place listening to my aunt who was with his sister on a train without ticket and got a fine. I actually have to catch my train and go out on an empty parking lot to stretch. I lay on the asphalt against a wall to exercise and actually feel the rain against me but I keep up anyway.
I am walking on a street and see a drunk approaching. I then pretend to walk against him but then turn but he also turns around and we end up in a pub. He seats out with his drunk friends and I go inside but hear the bartender warning a girl that there are gypsies living on the second floor.
I am having dinner with my parents and hear them talking about a nice walk they took around a lake. I then tell my girlfriend that we should also do it but my stepfather tells me that it is too long. I anyway wants to do it but he gets very angry with me because I eat with my elbows on the table.
I am in my parents' old house seating in my room and hear my twin sister complaining about a tooth. She is actually laying in our parents' bedroom next door and asks my stepfather to remove it. The latter complains that they should have gone to an hospital but then he starts pulling it out.
I am seating in an hallway with many other students all ordered in small chairs. A young professor is walking around checking on us and I call him to tell him that I will try to rewrite my examination. He is not positive about it but as he leaves I can see that his face is not severe as I thought.
I am in a small cabin with an American researcher. We are actually stuck between the door and a plastic wall but the keys are on the opposite side. As I try to get them using a foldable ruler he tells me why I have to repeat an exam. It was already decided from before as I sat a building on fire.
I am in my studio installing different devices. I set up one to play a sound and it is really good. I then set up another and I realize that they are synchronized. I can actually hear one of them repeating the headlines of the news I collect. Slowly it starts reading those news containing casualties.
I am in my apartment and hear my neighbor. I then look through the door and realize that it is my old Japanese student. He actually knocks my door and I pretend that I was working in the kitchen but then show him a radio I have built in the bathroom. I drop it in the bathtub with water.
I am walking to a university and meet allot of my old classmates. As one of them with big bubs is telling me that she is even a friend of my mother I see another that used to be my good friend. I then hug him and tears come to my eyes. He wonders what it is wrong with me but I keep on crying.
I am in an old city going up the staircase of a building made of rocks. I realize that these rocks must come from my native highland as well as the wood that keeps it over the water. I then start crying making a poem about the old city and thinking about my mountains covered with snow.
I am attending the lecture of a colleague who is making allot of diagrams on the black board. As I ask him a question he starts drawing a beautiful mountain house and divides it in two to explain a concept. As the lecture finishes I go to congratulate him about the drawing but he wants to quit.
I am in a living room downloading pictures from my phone and realize that my cousin has posted some pictures of me with my penis half out. I immediately comment that he will pay for this. I actually erase the three pictures and leave the comment wondering what he his reaction will be.
I am in an apartment working on my laptop and get a message from a famous American actor. He wonders why there are no good Italian movies and I send him the link of a very nice one. It shows a beautiful landscape with flowers and then slowly shows the sky and all the birds flying around.
I am in my the apartment of my ex wife's neighbour who is taking her kid to bed and I see him with his head in a terracotta toilette. She shuts the bathroom door and I keep outside watching a movie about an Icelandic farmer walking his pasture back home and having to jump down a cliff.
I am in a field along a nice hill with a few cows pasturing. One of them is running down and I notice that she is bleeding. I then realize that the bull has wounded her and I immediately go away. As I reach a cottage by the sea I realize that an America couple from the army is there to buy it.
I am at my family dentist to get a tooth removed. He is actually very quick and I talk to his wife to pay but she doesn't want anything. I then leave the room but find myself in my bedroom and see that their son is there drawing. He is very insecure about it but I go next to him to comfort him.
I am in the car with my mother driving through a busy highway. There are allot of modern buildings around it but we end up in a small church. As I look at the gold capitals inside I hear a guide explaining how they removed one in a time of famine. They actually asked the lord for permission.
I am with my sister walking fast down a stair and come to an empty theater. She goes ahead and we end up in a bigger theater where an opera singer is rehearsing. My sister stays there to listen to her and I go back but find that a colleague is now rehearsing a concert and I hurry across.
I am on a long bus and seat at the back. It is very empty and I start talking on the phone with my mother but realize that I have no idea where I am. I then tell the bus driver that I need to go to the train station and he gets quite upset because we have already passed it and he needs to turn.
I am in a small football field and notice that my director is talking about my project to another professor. He actually comes to me to tells me if I can write down few people that work with technology. I then start thinking of a few friends but they turn out to be all from Spain and I write just one.
I am at a table with some young guys and I empty a bag I have with paprika slices. The guys in front of me are disgusted but a girl comes seating next to me. She also has a camera like mine and we start comparing them but a scary man comes and we have to escape to a school where we hug.
I am walking with a journalism researcher in a botanic park and we kiss. As we keep walking I realize that she is my new supervisor. We just hold hands but one of his colleagues jumps down and demands her to leave me. She goes with him instead and I wonder if we did kiss and if he saw us.
I am with my son and daughter walking out of an amusement park. There is no one left but my natural father who starts telling my kids about bad things. There is actually a small hill we must descend and it is full of sharp stones. I take it cautiously but see my father sliding all the way down.
I am with my girlfriend by the sea and we look at an abandoned bike for her. It is too little and we move on to see other bikes but I feel like we are stealing. She goes ahead of me to check a few bikes down an alley but I realize that they all have a thin lock and they are in front of some campers.
I am walking out of a mall and meet small groups of people speaking American. I realize that they are from the army and see some nice girls among them. I keep walking to my mother's car and drive out making my tires whistle and almost hitting a group of American girls to impress them.
I am in the front of a barricade at night walking among the Ukrainian rebels. As I look at all the missiles the soldiers have on the other side two girls find that I am not part of them. They then take me inside a train to check all the prisoners. As they show me a black one three rebels get killed.
I am outside an abandoned house and walk around it noticing that all the windows have been blocked with wooden panels. As I walk to the opposite side I notice that also all the doors have been blocked but one. I see a black man inside and I realize that I have also spent the night there.
I am with my sister crossing a mountain path at night. Another couple is also trying but we tell them that it is the wrong path. We then slide down the snow and start going fast. We are actually skiing and when I reach down I complain to my stepfather about my sister making me go so fast.
I am on a small boat with a guy trying to fish with a spear. The pond is very small but we actually see a big fish and he starts to hit it. The tales comes of but the fish keeps swimming and my girlfriend tells us to come out. As we listen to her I can see the fish intestine floating like a jellyfish.
I am in the university cafeteria and see a German colleague. She goes to seat with some Russian students and I observe them talking intensively. I then approach them to hear what they are talking about and I hear the name of a younger German colleague. She is abroad and they want her out.
I am with my girlfriend in an Indonesian village but it is very poor and there is only old roots to eat. We then walk to a bigger village and I see two white man in two small cages. As we are in a restaurant my girlfriend orders a big root and I start drinking tap water but realize that I can get sick.
I am in a class with a girlfriend but see another girl talking to her boyfriend about another guy she has fallen in love with. It is actually me and I ask her to talk in private. We then go upstairs and she claims that her boyfriend can even pay her a salary to be with me. We go in a room to kiss.
I am walking with a group of people and talk to a man. I tell him about a conference I am attending and he tells me that my former brother-in-law's house is nearby and I should go visit him. I then realize that he is my former father-in-law and I tell him that the conference keeps me too busy.
I am with a young man on a boat and we approach a beach. Our house is actually there but I see people on the other side with a much better house laying on a sunny beach. I then wish we could have that place for us but get off the boat and seat on our beach realizing that the shadow is good.
I am in an apartment looking after our kid. He actually has his cousins over and I can just wait in the kitchen but his mother calls. I then tell her that I am with him but she gets really upset because the baby sitter has been there for nothing. I explain to her that the cousins are also there.
I am in a store looking in a mirror and realize that my spiritual friend is on the opposite side with his Asian girlfriend. We then seat together to talk and the latter tells us about her plastic surgeries. I make fun of them and she starts running after me with a long hammer hitting me in the back.
I am in my hometown that is getting dark. I am actually standing in the historical center next to a café and a blond girl with blue eyes is talking to me from the roof. She tells me that she has a house in the mountains but I realize that it is not where I come from and her eyes look very ugly.
I am in a mountain pasture talking to a couple. As I try to convince them to come with me I see that my son runs away to play. I first don't care but then I see that he actually starts feeding some mountain goats. We are all fine with it but then I realize that there is no fence and they are wild.
I am in a company's office and see a skinny hairless mouse under my table. I move the chair to make it run away and then fill a jar with water for me to drink. It is actually allot and a black colleague also comes to get some free coffee but it is in a very tiny cup and he immediately drinks it up.
A woman waiting in a parking. She has been refused by a man and she is actually waiting for the woman he is in love with. The latter is very rich and come with an expensive car. They go in the elevator together but the poor woman ends up in a toilette where she showers with a broken flush.
I am watching an American movie inspired by an Italian movie. It shows people laying different parts of their body on a railroad at night. A train comes and I see it cutting off the arms of a man and the legs of a woman. Another train comes but a person is still standing and he is taken away.
I am walking home to my apartment and notice that the shop in the corner is now a travel agency. It is actually nicely renovated with old wood and I get in my apartment right behind it. The entrance has also being renovated with nice materials but I notice that the celling has not been sealed.
I am with my best friend walking up a wood in my native mountains. Some animals have eaten up the barks of the tree tops and they have been all cut down. As I explain to him that it is because of the lack of vegetation under them we catch up with my son who does not want to walk anymore.
I am in my apartment talking to my parents on the phone and my stepfather asks me if I want my bike there. I already have a good bike and go out to reach him but he is already on his way with my sister. The latter reaches my apartment but we have to bike up a small hill and cannot make it.
I am in my old apartment talking to my former wife. She wants us to take a long trip together and I agree but she also wants a private driver. I don't want it and talk to my son about it but realize that he is eating a porridge alone. There is nobody else in the apartment and I get afraid for him.
I am in an Arab town with my stepfather and we drive to a bike shop I know. My girlfriend is already walking there and we see her with a scarf on her head like a Muslim woman. She arrives at the same time as us and we go in but our bikes are not ready and they tell us to come back later.
I am in a class giving a lecture about graphics and tell the students how much I like curves. They then start thinking I meant breast but I correct myself and show them an old movie. It is about a general running with his army against the sea. Everyone gets killed but him who is later rescued.
I am in my kitchen with my stepfather and we start a video conference with my real father. The latter starts offending my stepfather who is actually in the back of the image seating on the stove. I then try to calm my father and he actually shows us his brother who is laying in his kitchen.
I am at an important conference and stare at an old lady speaking. All attendees join for lunch and we seat on a long table. I then realize that they are all important politicians but a young secretary is missing and we cannot start. The soups are actually ready and I propose to start without him.
I am in my parents' mountain cottage having lunch with them. As I look out I realize that we are actually in Sweden and that we are now all living there. Even my twin sister has a job but I realize that my stepsister is still in Italy. I then propose to also find a job for her but they don't want to.
I am biking with my girlfriend and cross the boarder into another country. I am actually biking with an heavy suitcase on my shoulder and decide to call my mother to come and pick us up. She cannot make on time and tells us to wait for her in a village. We then bike ahead but don't find it.
I am walking up a hill and seat on a rock to film the landscape. There are actually people in front of me and I decide to seat on another rock behind them. I do so but realize that the landscape is now different and that there are the branches of a tree on the way but the view to the side is nice.
I am in a field and see my Polish friend with another guy far down. I then reach them and decide to look for a place where to have some food. We reach a square but it is all empty and only find a place making pizzas. There is another one in the far end and buy some small cheap sandwiches.
I am walking out of a train with a Swedish colleague but have to pee. He then waits for me outside and we walk to his studio. Inside he has a circle of photographs attached on the floor. He picks one up even though it is white and places it against the sun light. It develops into a man's portrait.
I am in the grand hotel of my native village and meet my director in the reception. There are going to be fireworks in the evening and he asks me what to do. I then tell him that he should drive to a café on a hill but he doesn't have a car. He wants to rent one but I tell him that I usually bike.
I am at the university gym and go out to pee but there are weight machines also in the bathroom. I go back and see that a guy is training with heavy weights. I then decide to start working on a computer instead but he follows and seats next to me. I tell him to leave and byte his shoulder.
I am looking at a nice image I took of a city. I really want to use it but there are the kids of a Croatian artists on the way. I the select each one of them and start erasing them. I only have one left who is getting inside a track with refrigerated meat but realize that his father made him undeletable.
I am in a restaurant buying ice cream with my supervisor and her husband. She is actually paying for us and I make sign to the ice cream seller that I will pay. We then go seat with my parents but my stepfather is only talking about his bosses. I stand up again but a plate with fries arrives.
I am with my old art teacher looking at a map of a mountain region. She assumes that I have already being hiking there and I don't deny it. She then asks where I will go hiking for the summer and I show her a main root but then realize that I have to climb carrying my heavy luggage with me.
I am in a hotel that it is late at night and go in a room to sleep. There is an elevated bed and I go up to lay there but then realize that the room belongs to an older couple. I am afraid that they will sleep under me but hear their voices and realize that they are sleeping in the room next to mine.
I am in a concert hall holding a small baby and waiting for a show to start. I actually see soldiers coming out of the stage. They have riffles pointed at the audience but also people in the audience start pulling out their guns. I am not afraid for the baby but they actually start shooting for real.
I am at the university waiting for my new supervisor in a classroom and see her coming in with her old supervisor. They are actually going to assess me and the latter starts talking first. He tells me that I should not use the word lifelogging but I should switch to ubiquitous computing to be safe.
I am using a program to build the map of the world. I can only draw the various nations but a girl next to me takes my place and shows me how to also draw the various regions using different patterns to highlight them. I take an indelible marker and circle around Europe but then regret it.
I am with an old cousin in his car. A Sicilian girl is actually seating between us but we ignore her. We finally reach a station and leave her and the car inside. We then go out using my cousin's card and we reach a garage with another car. He asks me to go bike with him despite his shoulder.
I am walking with my mother and sister on a straight road and see my stepfather and stepsister approaching. I then go forward to meet them but my stepfather wants me to lay on the ground for a massage. I do so and he first starts pressing my back but then presses my shoulder hurting me.
I am with my ex wife in a small clinic and get to talk to an Arab doctor about my son. The latter had a small skin infection and the doctor tells us that he should not be close to any electronic equipment. I then get very upset and go out to the reception jellying that the doctor is incompetent.
I am with my spiritual friend waiting on an old road at night. We are in front of a palace and he stands up to announce his new project. He wants to take pictures of himself reflected on a lollipop. There is actually a German researcher in front of him who starts saying that it is not enough.
I am walking in a forest and find a path going up. I then realize that there is a mountain and I go back to fetch my camera. My girlfriend is also with me and I try to position the camera us walking. There are several tree cut in half and I put the camera on top of one but the view is too narrow.
I am with an old friend in the portico of an Italian city. I actually have a racing bike with me and I tell him how I wish to turn it into a normal bike. As I keep talking I remove the tape of the handle and show him how it is made. It is allot of tape and I realize that it is the handle of a normal bike.
I am with my new supervisor in my apartment kitchen and tell her how much I have appreciated the new books she gave us to read. She does not understand me and I have to repeat myself. She finally understands but brings up the example of an old book given to me by my old supervisor.
I am with a couple reaching a boat terminal. As we arrive I don't wait for them and run to get my boat. There is actually a security check and the guard doesn't want me to carry cookies inside. I tell him that they are for my kid even if I am eating them and he tells me to put them in my bag.
I am on of top of a mountain with my girlfriend and see my Polish friend approaching. As we start to walk down together he tells us that he was with his supervisor. They were going to climb another mountain but the latter decided that it was too high and she left him alone on a small pick.
I am walking up the staircase of a small church with a monk. There is actually no roof inside and we start walking around the portico singing a holly song. It is very beautiful and I decide to film it from the staircase of a podium but the camera is low and a priest comes together with a politician.
I am in a bedroom laying in a double bed and realize that my Norwegian friend is standing in front of it. He is holding his Japanese wife around the waist and she wants to run away. She is not serious and is only pretending to be angry but I tell them that he must have done something bad.
I am outside of a university with my best friend and his girlfriend. They are actually standing on a scouter and he goes very fast up and down not caring about all the professors he crosses. As he stops next to him I ask him if I can try the scouter but he first wants me to wear a very fancy shirt.
I am walking with a friend down a residential road and pass by a house with an old moped outside. It is nice but we look at a spot of rust. My friend bends down to look at it even closer but it looks like he is trying to open the house gate. The owner comes out but she is happy for our interest.

